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А DECISION FUNCTION 
VACLAV FABIAN, Praha. 
(Received February 10, 1955.) 
A family of sequential decision functions, which choose the more 
probable of two events, is given. 
1. Summary 
Let 
X •= X j , X2, Xg, . . . 




P(X, = 0)=l~-p, 
where f> is a unknown element of 
^ : ^ < 0 , i ) U ( i , 1>. {L2) 
A decision procedure with two possible decisions 
' (L3) 
satisfying following two conditions: 
probability of an incorrect decision < a for all 2? € ?Ш , (1.4) 
with probability one (for each p еШ) the procedure will choose (Lö) 
a decision after finite number of observations taken, 
can be defined as follows: 
Let 7 be a real number, у > I and 
^ > i - 2 ^ , a = MA), (1-6) 
ОС i ^ i %y 
(where 2̂ <'"> ^ x), , 
Denote by ]2:[ the smallest integer greater or equal to z. 
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Define the sequence {ni}: 
Щ =: 0 , 7ii = ]a[ , (1.7) 
7i, = l + yL(i) + L|"|.''Mj|^, (i>2) (1.8) 
and the function g by the relation 
g{z) = i if щ<г<щ^^, (1.9) 
which is possible, because n^ < п^^^ for all i. 
Define 
Я „ : - 2 Х , , 1 . ^ 1 , 2 , . . . (1.10) 
and let {Vi} be an increasing sequence of natural numbers. 
Denote by E and F the following events: 
E: There exists an index г, such tha t S^, < g(vi) and Ä\,. < v^ — g(vj) 
forj = 1, 2, . . . , г "~ 1. • " ' (1.11) 
F: There exists an index i, such tha t S^. > v^ — g{vi) and S^. > g(vj) 
foT j = 1,2, . . . , i~™ 1. ' ' (1.12) 
The decision function, which accepts d^ if E and d^ if F occurs, will be deno­
ted by D((X, y, {vi}). We will prove tha t D{a, y, {г^}) satisfies (1.4) and (1.5) in 
sections 2 and 3 respectively. 
We point out the possibility of the choice of a sequence {Vf}, i, е., the pos­
sibility of grouping observations. Always it is superfluous to use the sequence 
Vf = i, for the sequence Vi = ni leads to the same decisions. 
In section 4 two tables of the numbers n^ which are less than 502 are given 
for y = l^^^ (X = 0,01 and 0,1. 
In section 5 the upper bound for the median of the number of observations 
required by the procedure is given. 
In section 6 examples of application are given. 
Obviously the decision function D{a, y, {Vi}) is not admissible. I t would be 
possible to reach an improvement (i) using a bet ter approximation than (2.17), 
(ii) defining P = P(F) in (2.3), (iii) using an other summable sequence in the 
requirement 1 — P^ < — (w = 1, 2, . . . ) . 
2. Construction of D{oc, y, {г%-}) 
{S^} is a sufficient and transitive sequence. Hence, X^, X^, . . . , X^ observed, 
we can base our decision only on S^ according to [1]. Then among all non­
randomized decision functions the only admissible way is to 
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accept d^ if 8^ < h(n) , 
accept d^ if S^ > Цп) 
continue sampling if А(?г) < S^, :̂ 1 Цп), where h{7i) and k{n) are constant for 
fixed n. 
For 
0 < Ä, - Ä,„i < 1 (2.1) 
we can assume tha t also 
0 < h(n) ~~h(n- l)<l . (2.2) 
Defining h(n) :=^ n — k(n) = g(n) we can prove (1.4) and (1.5). On the 
other hand we are not able to prove this choice of the functions h and к to be 
optimal. 
We will prove (1.4) for ourg. Apparently it suffices to prove that , supposing 
for a moment p = ^, 
P=:P(S.r,>g(n), n - 1 , 2 , . . . ) > ! - - ( % . (2.3) 
Let us call by random walk (m) any finite sequence {a^, a^, . . . , a ^ ) with 
0 < di+i — di ^ 1 (i = 1, ..,, Ш — 1), 0 ^ cCi ^ 1 and by an admissible ran­
dom walk (m) any random walk (m), which satisfies 
Щ > g(i) г == 1, 2, . . . , m . 
Fur ther we denote by F ^ {R^) the number of all different (admissible) random 
walks (m). 
If 
Рш = P(S, > g(j) , i = 1, 2, . . . , m) , (2.4) 
then r> -^m /o K\ 
У m 
and 
P = lim P^ . (2.6) 
W—>00 
I t is 
E^ = 2B^_^ if m non e {щ} (2.7) 
and 
Rm = 2 Д ^ - 1 - ^ . . - 1 if Ш € {Щ} , ' (2.8) 
where Ami?) is the number of admissible random walks (m) {a^, . . . , a^) with 
am = j and A^ = AJg(m)), 
For 
Vm - 2 - (2.9) 
it is 
Рщ = Pm~i if ^ none {%} (2.10) 
and 
P™ = P « - i - % i - if те{щ}. (2.11) 
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Hence 
^ = 1 - 2 - ^ Й ^ • (2.12) 
The values P^ or A^ can be computed by a direct (and theoretically simple) 
way, e. g. by use of a modified Pascal triangle. However for large m the com­
putations are extremaly labourious. Thus we must use approximations. 
Obviously j > g{m) implies 
A^ij) - ^^_.i(/ - 1) + A^^S) > (2.13) 
A^(j)<^^. (2.14) 
A^{g{m)-l) = Q, (2.15) 
Hence 
Л,_1 = .4,^„, " (2.16) 
and from (2.14) we get 
Now, from (1.8) it follows 
2 ^ i > 2«ir j . ^ ^ M ; (2.18) 
from (2.17) 
2"*̂  > 2ЧуАп.-.г (2.19) 
and with respect to (1.6) 
у 1 
and thus from (2.12) 
• P>1 ~ ОС, (2.21) 
From (2.3) it follows, that P(E) < I — P < (x for p > i; for p < ^ 
P(¥) <l -- P<(x. 
Thus we have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. For every decision function D{oc, y, {vi}) the probability of a wrong 
decision is less than oc. 
3. Proof of (1.5) 
Throughout this section let 0 < л < 1 and I < у I^Q given real numbers. 
3.1 Lemma. There exists a real number ô > I sucïi that, putting ôi = id, 
ô>a, ô,>a + y Mi) + L n / ^ l V ) ] for i>l\ (3.2) 
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Proof, a + y L(i) + L 11. ^ 4 = a + y Ь(г) + 
+ 2 IM^i-i - i + i + j)- Mi)] < « + yMi) + 
i=- 1 
= a + у L(i) + c3,_i L(ö,.,,) - (i - 1) L(^ - 1) - (^,_i - i + 2) . 
. L(a,„i - i + 2) + L(^,^, ^i^2) = a + yb(i) + d,_iL(a,_i) -
- (й,„, - г + 1) L((5,_,) + ((3,„, - i + 1) L(d,_,) -
- ((5,„i - f + 1) L(ô,_, - i + 2) - (г - 1) L(i ~ 1) < 
<a + yb(i) + {i- l ) L ( V i ) + 
+ (^г-1 — i + I) 7̂  iZl__,^ ^ __ 
(a,_i — г + 1) log 2 
- (i - 1) L(i - 1) < г[а + 7 + 1 + L(d)] 
and it suffices to choose ô in such a way that 
ô>l + a + y + L{($) 
and (3.2) holds. Thus the lemma is proved. 
Unfortunately we have not succeeded to prove the asymptotic behaviour 
of ni by the simple manner of the preceding proof. Thus in proving (1.5) we 
must continue in a way somewhat complicated. 
3.3 Lemma. If 
G{h) = fc L | l + ^ - ^ 1 + L(& - 1) , 
Gih) 
then, for к < 2, —y-̂  is decreasing and 
G{k) < к . (3.4) 
Proof. 
, l0{k)\' L{k - 1) 
0(2) = 2 and \-yj = - \ , > <0. 
3.5 Lemma. Let В be a real number and 
F,{a,k)==ahll + ^ ^ ^ + Mk-'^) +j- (3.6) 
Then 
2<a<ki<k^^ Fi{a, k^) < Р^(а, k^) . (3.7) 
Further, there exists a sequence {l^t)T-i such that fif > fit^i, /«̂  -> 2 and 
k>fii^F,{k,k)<k. (3.8) 
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Finally, there exists a function fj{i, k) :> 0 such that 
к > ßi, к — fi{i, к) <a<k=> Р^{а, к) <: a (3.9) 
and 
fÄi < k^ < k^^ k^ — Ф + 1, кг) < k^ ~~- 7}i{i, k^) . (3.10) 
Proof. The existence of the sequence {/̂ J with the required properties 
follows at once from the preceding lemma, for 
(3.7) follows from 
F,{h k) = Gik) + f 
#,(.Д) ^ ^ j ^ [l ^ f ] > 0 
for к > a-> 2. 
The existence of ^(i, k) satisfying (3.9) follows from (3.8) for #,-(«, k) is con­
tinuous in a. For every i, к we define fj{i, k) as the supremum of the set of 
numbers satisfying (3.9). 
The right side of (3.10) is equivalent to 
a> k^ — Ф, k^)=> a> k^ — ф + 1, ^i) 
and this is equivalent to 
Fi{a, k^) < a => #,+i(a, k^) < a , 
But the last inequality follows from 
Fi{a, k^) > Fi+iia, k^) 
which follows from (3.7). 
3,11 Lemma. There exists a sequence {ß^} such that ßi^ a ~{~ I, 
; , > a + i + yMi) + L [ " ( / i r ' i ) ! ' (^> 1) (3-12) 
and 
г 
Proof. Let Ô be the number of lemma 3.1 and {j^i} the sequence of the 
preceding lemma, if we put В = -—ÎLZ ^ 
We define two sequences {ßi} and {yj as follows: 
y, = a+l+y Mi) + L [ ( / i ~ ' i ) j ' (3.14) 
ß^ = iô for г = 1, 2, ..., H - 1 ' (3.15) 
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ß, = /S,_, + Max {y, - ß,_„ 1л„ ^ ^ - n [i, ^ ) ) for » > Ь , (3.16) 
Inhere il is the first index for which //., < è. 
We shall now prove, that 
ß, - ß,^i < ß,^, - ß,^, . (3.17) 
This is obvious for г = 3, 4, ..., tj — 1. 
For г > il (3.17) holds if and only if the following three conditions hold: 
n - A-i < ßi-г - ßi-2 , (3.17.1) 
ßi < /S,_i - ß,_, , (3.17.2) 
-Л^ - г, [г, .%^-) < ß,_, -^ ß,_, . (3.17.3) 
For i = il this reduces to the three inequalities y,̂  ~ ßi,-~i ^ ?̂ /̂ г, ^ »̂ 
Ô — ^(ij, (5) < Ô, which obviously are satisfied. 
Let now (3.17) holds for j = 1,2,..., i. 
Then 
П.г - >%: -̂  L [ ( ^ J ] - L [ ( / i" \ ) ] + r[L(i + 1) ̂  Mi)] = 
i l 
= 2 iMßi '- i + v)~ Mv)] - 2 [L(ßi-^ __ ,• + 1 + )̂ _ L(v)] + 
+ y[L{i + 1) - Ь(г)] < 
< 2 [Mßi - i + v)-- L(^,_i - г + ,.)] + L{ß,_, - i + 1) -
- Mi) + у[Цг + 1) - Ь(г)] < 
< ißi - ft-i) i;^L'(/?,_i -^ г + ,.) + Mß,_, - i + l ) - L{i) + ^^^ 
Using the inequality 
i L'(i9,;__, - г + i') < ГL'(/?,„i - г +_«) d« + L'(^..-i - i + 1) 
1 
< L(;3,_i) - Mßi-г - г + 1) + 
<-




П.г -Yi< ißi - ß^-ui^[ß~_^zriZ^ij + L \--jZrr~-j + г log 2 
and because (according to the inductive assumption) ßi — ^̂ „̂i <. ß^ — ßi ^- d 
and for jff̂  > Yi, 
y,; + i ~ /?, < F, L - Д,_1, ^ \ . (3.18) 
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From the inductive assumption and from (3.16) 
Thus from (3.9) it follows 
7,^1 ^ß,<ß,^ ß , _ , . (3.19) 
Further 
ßi - i3,_, > ß, > /.,̂ .1 (3.20) 
and from (3.16) 
But 
^'-^ >^>1Л, i — 1 i 
and from (3.10) 
ßi-i 
and thus 
^ , - i 3 , . i > ^ - r i i + l , | j . (3.21) 
From (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) it follows that 
ßi+i — ßi ^ ßi — ßi-i 
and thus (3.17) holds for every i. 
о 
Apparently 4^ is a non-increasing sequence and thus there exists a limit ъ 
of ™, say H. 
Suppose that к > 2, Then there exists an index 2̂ such that 
Thus 
Fi^p, H) < к , 
From continuity it follows that there exist two positive numbers eyrj<K-~ 
— /лц such that 
Жф + e,H + e)<K-7] . (3.22) 
Obviously there exists an index i^ such that i^ > ig, 
/3,3 - ß,,_, <L -M^ < « + e . 
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Then according to (3.18) and (3.7) 
Уг,+1 - ßi, < F^x + е,к^е)<х-г]. (3.23) 
Obviously 
/̂ ,-,+1 <H-ri (3.24) 
^"^ ' ßil-^JiJ-Aoc-n (3.25) 
the latter inequality being a consequence of (3.22) for 
к — 7] <a <4^ implies I for ̂  < к -{- e 
-^гз(«.^) < Fi,^{K -\- e,K + s) <K -- 7} <a , 
From (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25) it follows ' 
A-3 + 1 — ßiz <y^~~n 
and 
Û о 
lim -4- ̂  к — rj <. lim ̂  , which is impossible. 
Thus (for ß, - ^,„1 > /л, > 2) 
И щ а =. 2 (3.26) 
г—>-co ^ 
and the lemma is proved. 
Theorem II . Let rii be defined by (1.7) and (1.8), let x < | . Then 
lim !^ =. 2 . 
г—>oo '2' 
Proof. From (% < I and from theorem I it follows inf ™ > 2. If щ are 
defined by (1.7) and (1.8), then щ < ß^ for all г == 1, 2, ..., where ß^ are 
defined by (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16). For ^i > щ and if ß^ > щ for / == 1, 
2, ...,i — I5 thei^ 
Щ <a + i + y h(i) + 4i^!:'M ^ 
<a+l + y b{i) + L [ ( / l ~ \ ) l = n ̂  ßi • 
From ̂  -> 2 it follows ^^ -> 2 . 
ъ г 
Theorem III. With probability one every test D{a, y, {vi}) will decide after 
finite number of observations taken. 
More precisely, if p e Wî, then 
P(g(n) < S-^< n — g{n) only for finitely many w-) = 1 
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Proof. The theorem is a direct consequence of the preceding theorem and 
of the strong law of large numbers. 
4. Tables 
Two tables are computed, the first contaning the values of г̂̂  for у = 1,5; 
(X = 0,01, the second for у = 1,5; л = 0,1. The values of g(%) = г and rii — g{ni) 
a.re added. (Tables 1. and 2. at the end of the paper.) 
5. The mimber of observation required 
For a given decision function D{a, y, {vi}) and a given sequence {Vi} the 
first member of {Vi} fpr which we have not 
дМ < Sn < Vn — g{vn) 
is a random variable giving the number of observations required. We shall 
denote it by N, 
Denote by Jf̂ , the median of N under assumption, that the X / s are di­
stributed according to p e Ш. We are able to state only the following theorem: 
Theorem IV. Let m e {vn} and let the inequality g(m) < pm < m — д{ш) 
not hold. Then 
Proof. For p < I it is well known that P(S^ ^ mp) > | . Hence, if mp < 
< g(m), then also P{S^ < g{m)) > | . For p > \ an analogous argument 
proves the theorem. 
In the following table the upper bounds for the two tests D^ = D(0,01; 1,5; 
{n,}) and /^2 = (0,1; 1,5; {%} are given. 
Tab le 3 
(The upper bounds for median of the number of observations required 
by D^ for various p.) 
p 
0Д or 0,9 
0,2 or 0,8 
0,3 or 0,7 













R e m a r k 1. The decision function D{a, y, {vi}) can be used for a modified 
problem in which the set 91 of probability distributions of X has the following 
property: 
If J" e 91 then Xi , X2, . . . are according to F mutually independent and X,-
takes the values 1 resp. 0 with probability p , resp. 1 — p^. Further there exists 
a constant Cp > 0 such tha t 
Pi 5^ J ~~ Cp for all г == 1 , 2 , . . . , 
or 
Pi /^ I + Ci,. for all i =^ 1 ,2 , . . . 
R e m a r k 2. If we know tha t p none (c^, c^, where (c^, Cg) is an interval con­
taining | , then the usual Wald 's sequential test [3] will be obviously better 
then the present one. This is also the case, if we modify the condition (1.4) in 
this way: probability of an incorrect decision <I a for all p e <(0, c^) U {cg, 1). 
E x a m p l e 1. Let X^ == 1 if the i-th random number in the first column in 
[2], p . 21, is 1 or 2. Let X^ = 0 otherwise. Then we have 8^ = 0 and the de­
cision function Dg gives the decision p < ^ for g(5) = 1 according to Table 2. 
E x a m p l e 2. Suppose we will decide by a biological assay, if the toxicity 
of a drug (say P) is greater or equal to the toxicity of a standard (S), or if it 
is less (with regard to a given population and to given methods of application 
of the drugs). 
To answer the question let us perform a sequence of experiments, each 
experiment consisting of drawing tw^o subjects from the given population, 
applying P to the first and S to the second subject. We shall base our conclus­
ions only on those experiments in which one of the two subjects dies and the 
other survives. We define x^ === 1 if in the i —- the such experiment the first 
subject survies, X^ = 0 otherwise. 
Thus, for example, if the sequence of observed Amines of the X/s is 0, 0, 1, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, we can decide with the risk a < 0,1 tha t P ( X , = 0) > | 
i. е., tha t the toxicit}^ of P is greater than tha t of S. 
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T a b l e 1 
(y = 1.5. Probabi l i ty of an incorrect decision < 0.01. Accept the hypothes is p < |̂  if for some < 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ОБ ОДНОЙ РЕШАЮЩЕЙ ФУНКЦИИ 
ВАЦЛАВ ФАБИАН (VACLAV FABIAN), Прага. 
(Поступило в редакцию 10/11 1955 г.) 
Хз_, Xg, Xg, . . . 
— последовательность независимых и тождественно распределенных слу­
чайных переменных, 
Р{Х,=:0)=1-~-р, 
где р — неизвестный элемент множества 
ЭЙ=<0, i )U( i , 1>. 
Построим решающую функцию с двумя возможными решениями 
d{. р < I , 
й :̂ р > I . 
Пусть а — некоторое число интервала (О, 1), а у — произвольное число, 
большее единицы. Пусть будет 
1 °° 1 
где 2̂ <̂̂> = X. 
Обозначим через ]zl наименьшее целое число, которое или больше или 
равно числу Z. 
Определим последовательность {п^}: 
п, ==г-] . + гОД+ь[(.»1-)][ 
И функцию g соотношением 
g(z) = i для щ <z< щ^^, 
что щюлне возмояшо, так как щ < щ^^^ для всех i. 
Далее, определим 
Ä, = 2 ^ , , v=l,2,... 
и {Vi} пусть будет возрастаюп|;ей последовательностью, каждый член ко­
торой является натуральным числом. 
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Через Е и F обозначим следуюпдие случайные явления: 
Е: Существует индекс i такой, что 8^, < g(vi) и 8^. < v^ — g{v^) для j = 
==1,2 , . . . 
F: Существует индекс г такой, что 8^. > г,- — g(vi) и 8^. > g{Vf) для 
i = : l , 2, ... 
Решающая функция D((x, у, {Vi}), которая принимает решение й̂ , как 
только наступает явление Е, и решение из, если наступает явление F, обла­
дает следующими свойствами: 
1. Вероятность ошибочного решения меньше или равна ос для всех 
2. С вероятностью единица (для каждого р еШ,) выбирает она решение 
после конечного числа наблюдений. 
Оценка медианы числа наблюдений, необходимых для достижения ре­
шения, дана в 5-том параграфе. 
В 4~том параграфе приведены таблицы значений ti„ меньших 502 для 
у = 1,5, ос = 0,01 ж ос == 0,1. 
В 6-том параграфе приводятся примеры. 
Решающая функция D(a, у, {Vi}), очевидно, не допустимая. Улучшения 
можно было бы добиться, во-первых, применением лучшей аппроксима­
ции, чем 2.17, во-вторых, определением Р = P(F) в соотношении (2.3) и, на­
конец, использованием иного ряда в условии 1 — Р^ < —- (m = 1, 2, . . . ) . 
7ЛI 
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